
Reflection 23rd August 
 
I would like to talk about ideas. 
I was listening to a book called Big Magic, by author Elizabeth Gilbert. In it, she posits that 
creativity is more than simply a bent or a preference inside some individuals- Gilbert 
suggests that Creativity is a force inside the universe, a face of holy mystery itself, and that 
this force is accessible to everyone. She talks about ideas being gifted to people, about 
inspiration or genius being almost an outside presence that you can respond to and use to 
put a burst of life-giving creativity into the world. she talks about how an idea she had for a 
novel, went untended for a while and then moved on to another author. The universe wants 
you to create, she says, and helps you to do this by sending you ideas that long to be born. 
This, she calls, Big Magic.  
 
Now much of what she says in the book I find odd and unbelievable. Much I find intriguing 
and inspiring, but some I find myself, pragmatic, bound by flesh and raised by a church who 
was suspicious of this sort of talk, wanting to roll my eyes at it all. It’s so Ooglie Booglie.  
The notion that ideas are something with a will outside of human will that hurl themselves 
at us, longing for expression, I will admit sounds to me, even as I try to be a good liberal 
Christian, far fetched.  
 
But as I was listening, I was thinking about the ideas that people have and the ideas they 
could easily abandon, and I began to wonder if perhaps some of what Gilbert is saying isn’t 
indicative of some deeper truth. Because Gilbert is convinced that ideas, or creativity, 
change the world in some important way, and I think she’s probably right.  
 
For instance, let’s think about a couple of Jewish midwives, Shiphrah and Puah.   
Not people of import or likely any education, simply women 
Who are doing what they were made and taught to do. 
Who are getting on with their lives and who are offered a choice 
 Actually not even a choice, an order to assist in the genocide of male babies born to slave 
people  
And who make it a choice by deciding between acquiescence and disobedience, when the 
first would lead to safety, favour, security, and the latter to uncertainty, fear, possibly death 
And who choose  
Life, for those they were charged with ending  
Inspired by the notion of preservation  
And perhaps by the humour knowing they have an insiders view of proceedings,  
They grab the idea of dissent and rebellion, cloaked in a lie about how quickly Hebrew 
women give birth (go ladies) and they run with it. 
Birthing babies, life, hope, preservation,  
Creating as their God creates, 
saving the life of who knows how many Hebrew children,  
including one particular boy.  
 
And let’s think about a pregnant mother, who knows that the King has moved on to other 
means of removing the perceived infant threat,  
Who wants her son to live and thrive and walk and grow 



And so 
She gets a notion 
To make a small boat for her child 
To send him down the river to some sort of new life  
That she can only hope is real 
And safe  
And found 
So inspired by a mother’s love for her freshly born babe,  
She lets him go  
Down river 
 
And let’s think about that baby’s sister 
Young 
Powerless 
But determined to be with her brother as long as she can 
She sees him found  
And an idea is born 
And she wonders if she might be able to offer her own mother 
As the one who will nurse her brother 
 
And let’s think about a woman of power and means who finds a baby in a little boat 
And who could let that baby drift on, knowing that it’s likely the baby is a Hebrew 
who could have turned that baby over to someone in authority, or left him where he 
bobbed in the water  
but who instead is seized by the idea of adoption,  
of saving action,  
of the creation of a new sort of family 
And who takes that baby on as her own, even though it is not. 
 
The ideas that fuel these magnificent women to defy 
To stand against oppression 
To envisage possibilities 
To create new pathways 
Came to them somehow  
And caused a man named Moses to be born 
And raised and eventually that man would go on to free his people.  
 
Extraordinary. Big Magic. 
 
 
Let’s also think about a man in power 
Fed by the longing for destruction, which is the opposite of creation, fed by the lie of 
scarcity and the fear of loss 
Fed generally by fear and the longing for power over all else 
And inspired to feed this fear and power by doing the unthinkable, 
By standing on the backs of smaller people  
Not seeing how small people (particularly women people)  



Can stand up and change the course of his idea 
 
There’s one last person I want us to think about.  
 
Irena Sendlerowa.  
Born in 1910 in Warsaw, Student and activist, who when war broke out began helping her 
city’s Jews by giving them food and water.  
Who then started smuggling Jewish children out of Poland, children who had been 
separated from parents who had been taken to concentration camps and killed.  
Who helped save the lives of 2500 children, and who was captured by the Nazis, tortured, 
and still when released went back to her work of helping those children.  
2500 children.  
 
What makes a person do this?  
Shiprah and Puah; what stirred in them first when the Pharoah sent that abominable order? 
Was it anger? Resentment? Was it fear or grief?  
When did the idea present itself?  
What if, what if we disobeyed, and instead helped the Hebrew boys stay alive?  
What if we didn’t listen to the strong and persuasive voice of empire?  
 
What makes a mother think against all odds I will save my child, simply because I think I 
can? 
Was it desperation? Love? Rebellion? All of these?  
 
 
What makes a person take a child who is supposed to be dead, pluck him from a river and 
choose to raise him as your own?  
 
What makes a person volunteer to find that kid his own mother as a wet nurse? 
 
What makes a person choose to spend several dangerous months using whatever deceit 
and contrivances you have at your disposal to move children one by one out of harms way 
and to safety? 
 
Where did these ideas come from?  
 
I can’t say, really. But maybe these ideas, these acts of creation, did want to be born. Maybe 
they came to these women at various times because they were the women who would hold 
their idea up to the light and say ‘actually, I think there is something here’ 
 
I don’t necessarily think that ideas are sort of sentient beings, floating around looking for 
likely and willing hosts so that they can be brought to bear, as Elizabeth Gilbert seems to 
maintain, if I’ve understood correctly.  
But. It is so far fetched, if there exists a being, a consciousness, a loving presence, a holy 
mystery a divine other, a creative source as we think there is, that every human is offered 
pockets, glimpses of that being, that presence? And is it so far fetched to think, as we claim 
to, that each person is in fact in some way a reflection of this holy mystery, and if so, that 



each person when they make something good, or create new life, bring something into the 
world that was not there before that therefore makes all the world a better place and if in 
doing so that person is reflecting the face or heart of the Divine Creator, then when an idea 
occurs to us or to a midwife or an activist or a young girl to do something new that 
preserves life and harnesses joy and hope which is an act of creation, could that person not 
be manifesting and tapping into the heart of God?  
What I’m saying is, maybe it’s not so far fetched to suggest that Ideas are in some way 
divine gifts. The good, life preserving, creation affirming ones in any case. Maybe these two 
midwives received some sort idea transmission. Maybe the spirit of God, the mysterious 
triune Deity, Holy dance of love, surges through the world in creative love and we are all 
given the ability to feel this surge, to birth an idea that makes the world better, that saves 
lives, that creates powerful joy and brings God’s kingdom. I certainly think so.  
 
This opening story from the book of Exodus is amazing. Where else do we read a continuing 
domino of rebellion so succinctly communicated, and leading directly to the birth of one of 
the heroes of the Hebrew faith?  
At each of those points those women could have chosen differently, could have said no to 
Divine Inspiration and yes to the voices reminding them of the risks.  
But these women said yes to creation, to inspiration, to that small glimpse of the holy that 
we each of us can come across in our daily lives.  
 
The book I keep going on about is about creativity, and mostly I think is aimed at people 
who might make art, or write books or plays, or who might have an inventive idea for a new 
kind or organic farm. I suppose this kind of thing seems quite different to the sorts of ideas 
offered in the story from Exodus, and in the story of Irena Sendler. But all of us are I believe 
offered glimpses and avenues into the creativity of God. All of us are made in the image of 
the God. 
All of us are given the chance to join in 
All of us are given the chance to create 
To make new 
To stand up 
To choose life over destruction 
To literally change the world around us 
 
I think that some part of who we are intrinsically is honoured, or more clearly formed or 
seen when we create. When we make something, or stand up for another, or defy 
destruction, even though we don’t know how it will end for us.  
We are created to join in with the work of creation, and recreation.  
This is in our blood.  
 
So I might ask, what ideas do you have that you have said no to?  
What ideas have you got floating around that you could say yes to?  
A new garden project? A short story? 
A scheme to help your neighbours? 
A song you want to write? 
A letter you know needs to be sent? 
What life can we contribute to the universe? 



 
And I might also ask: How are we called to stand against oppression?  
We might feel there’s nothing we can do from where we live.  
We might feel like it’s other people’s jobs to do that work. But these women remind us that 
people are people. that an ordinary person can be the expression of the extraordinary work 
of God.  
So I’ll ask again, what injustices do you want to stand against? What is wrong in the world 
that you want to see made right?  
 
Do you have an answer? There are many of them 
Children still in detention 
Indigenous Australians still with much lower mortality rates than second peoples. 
Racism still being considered social currency 
The powerless still without power 
The empire still trying to extinguish the life from them 
 
We are given many gifts.  
Sometimes we are offered a burst of divine life giving inspiration, and get the choice to be 
involved in the work of recreation.  
And when we choose to not create, to not join in, to stay silent, we are losing something far 
more than the presence of an invisible genie of inspiration. We are losing the chance to be 
more ourselves, the chance to participate in the remaking that will also remake us, the 
chance to join the dance of the great spirit.  
 
When we can, may we always choose life over death, creation over destruction, and say yes 
to the ideas gifted to us by the Creator.  
 
Amen 
 


